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A detailed spatio-temporal analysis of embryonic gene expres-
sion will likely reveal the actual role of developmental genes in
controlling morphological organization. This calls for reliable
tools that can visualize high-resolution gene-expression patterns
in a 3D morphogenetic context. At the same time, this graphical
information should be permanently stored in a digital format, to
be universally accessible via the Internet and directly linked with
sequence and text-format gene databases1,2.

The analysis of organismal structures by sectioning techniques
has always suffered from the loss of 3D information of the details
visible in single microscopic images and has led to the develop-
ment of numerous reconstruction methods (refs 3–21 and
http://biocomp.stanford.edu/3dreconstruction/refs/drushel93.txt).
In these techniques, a fundamental problem is the objective
realignment of inherently unaligned and distorted sections. Vir-
tual sectioning techniques, such as computer tomography (CT),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM), do not have this problem, because they pro-
vide inherently registered sectional images. Advances in minia-
turizing MRI technology permit non-invasive views of
embryonic structures with resolutions approaching low-magnifi-
cation light microscopy2,22, but these techniques cannot be used
to visualize gene-expression signals. Confocal microscopy, on the
other hand, currently does not allow visualization of the mor-
phological context simultaneously with the fluorescent signals,
and is limited with regard to specimen size.

The GeneEMAC technique
Here we present a novel method for the concerted, high-resolu-
tion, 3D visualization of gene-expression signals and morpho-
logical information from embryonic serial sections. The major
technical innovation of our method consists of the rapid and

objective realignment (automatic congruencing) of sections
and the high degree of automation achieved in the feature
extraction and reconstruction processes. The method is based
on external marker-based automatic congruencing19 (EMAC)
and is therefore termed ‘GeneEMAC’. Because whole-mount in
situ hybridization (WISH) currently is the standard technique
for the visualization of gene-expression patterns in the embryo,
our method relies on serially sectioned WISH preparations
(Fig. 1a). GeneEMAC combines the high resolution of histolog-
ical sections with the methodological advantages of whole-
mount staining. Grey-scale images of phase-contrast and
bright-field views of serial sections through glycol-methacry-
late–embedded WISH embryos provide the starting point for
computer reconstruction. After capturing images of histologi-
cal sections, the computer automatically performs all further
image-processing operations, such as section orientation and
the extraction of hybridization signals and high-contrast mor-
phological boundaries. This approach largely eliminates inter-
active processing by an operator and thus improves objectivity
and time expense.

The GeneEMAC method covers the full range of structural lev-
els studied in developmental research. We demonstrate here
reconstructions of gene-expression patterns in combination with
morphological landmarks at three different structural levels. At
the level of small developmental subunits, we have reconstructed
the expression patterns of the somitic marker gene Meox1 (for-
merly Mox1; ref. 23) in individual somites of a Theiler stage24

(TS) 18 mouse embryo (Fig. 2a). At the organ level, we have
reconstructed the expression pattern of the myogenic marker
gene Myf5 (ref. 25) in the rostral thorax and in the forelimb anla-
gen of a TS18 mouse embryo (Fig. 2b). And at the level of the
whole embryo, we have reconstructed the entire expression pat-

A broad understanding of the relationship between gene activation, pattern formation and morpho-
genesis will require adequate tools for three-dimensional and, perhaps four-dimensional, representa-
tion and analysis of molecular developmental processes. We present a novel, computer-based method
for the 3D visualization of embryonic gene expression and morphological structures from serial sections.
The information from these automatically aligned 3D reconstructions exceeds that from single-section and
whole-mount visualizations of in situ hybridizations. In addition, these 3D models of gene-expression
patterns can become a central component of a future developmental database designed for the collec-
tion and presentation of digitized, morphological and gene-expression data. This work is accompanied
by a web site (http://www.univie.ac.at/GeneEMAC).
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tern of the neuronal marker gene Scgn10 (formerly Scg10; refs
26,27) in a TS17 mouse embryo (Fig. 2c).

Gene expression in developmental subunits
The high-resolution 3D reconstruction of individual somites
revealed new aspects of the Meox1 expression pattern. WISH per-
mits the recognition of gross differences of the expression signal
within a somite, and sectional staining helps to attribute the sig-
nal to certain somite derivatives, but 3D reconstruction enables
the distinction of regional differences throughout the entire
somite and within its derivatives. In particular, somite derivatives
that appear to express no or low levels of Meox1 in the whole-
mount (Fig. 1a) can be dissected into three distinct territories
with the help of 3D reconstruction: the myotome, the rostro-
medial moiety of the sclerotome and the lateral-most layer of the
dermomyotome (Fig. 2a). Moreover, the reconstruction provides
evidence that Meox1 expression extends beyond the caudal
boundary of the somite (Fig. 2a).

The relevance of a reliable and detailed mapping of expression
territories to subregions of embryonic primordia is underlined
by recent observations showing that subtle differences in the ros-
tro-caudal and dorsoventral distribution of expression territories
have a crucial role in vertebrate axial patterning28,29.

Gene expression at the developing organ level
Studies of larger and more complex developing units, such as
head, limb or inner organ systems, are frequently hampered by
overlaps of signals from superficial and deep structures and by
compromised visibility due to optical tissue interference in
WISH preparations. In most cases, the detailed 3D arrangement
of gene expression preceding morphological differentiation is
difficult to determine. As our technique generates a comprehen-
sive 3D representation of all signal-expressing areas, subcom-
partments of gene-expressing cell populations can be explored in
their spatial arrangements. This provides images of molecular
subdivisions of as yet undifferentiated blastemata.

The reconstruction of Myf5 signals in a thoracic body region
(Fig. 2b) reveals two subregions of the gene-expressing area,
reflecting the bipartite morphology of the myotome in inter-limb
somites30: a smaller dorsal portion corresponds to the epaxial
myotome, and a ventrally elongated portion corresponds to the
hypaxial myotome. In the limb, a detailed 3D analysis enables the
distinction of different Myf5-positive cell populations in the
undifferentiated myogenic blastemata invading the limb bud
(Fig. 2b). We discerned two dorsal and two ventral subpopula-
tions (Fig. 2b, right). In the proximal (stylopod) portion of the
limb bud, the four subpopulations together form a circle around
the central, prechondrogenic core (Fig. 2b, right). Only two
Myf5-positive populations extend further distally into the
prospective zeugopod portion of the limb, forming separate dor-
sal and ventral branches (Fig. 2b, right). These subtle aspects of
gene-expression topology cannot be seen in the whole-mount
and cannot easily be deduced from single sections.

Gene expression in whole-body screens
At the whole-embryo level, WISH preparations are primarily
used to screen for relevant expression patterns of new genes and
for interesting phenotypes in genetically modified organisms. To
investigate the advantage of 3D reconstructions for these pur-
poses, we reconstructed an entire TS17 mouse embryo
hybridized for the neuronal marker gene Scgn10 from 478 sec-
tions. Despite the lower microscopic resolution necessary for
capturing complete sections through a whole embryo, it is possi-
ble to accurately visualize the topology of signal-expressing
regions (Fig. 2c).

The immediate digital enlargement capability of the 3D mod-
els represents a major advance over conventional screening
techniques. For instance, the whole-mount embryo hinted at
different intensities of Scgn10 signal expression near the anlage
of the trigeminal ganglion. Therefore, after enlargement of the
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the 3D-reconstruction concept. a, TS18 mouse embryo
analysed by  WISH for Meox1 expression. The higher magnification shows a
dorso-lateral view of the left paraxial trunk region at the level of the hindlimb
bud. b, Phase-contrast image (left) and bright-field image (right) of a sample
cross-section at the caudal level. In the phase-contrast image, the morphological
structures segmented for reconstruction are marked by coloured overlays: green,
histologically differentiated somite (dermomyotome and myotome); red stripes,
myotome; yellow, neural tube. In the bright-field image, the Meox1 signal from
the right (blue) and left (purple) sides are segmented separately. Signal-express-
ing areas outside of the overlays belong to neighbouring somites. 
c, 3D reconstruction of a tail segment showing the tail surface (transparent grey),
the Meox1 expression signals of both sides (blue and purple) and the neural tube
(yellow). d, Selective 3D reconstruction of one somite. Green, histologically dif-
ferentiated somite; purple, Meox1 signal; red, central signal-free space.
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Fig. 2 3D models of embryonic structures and gene expres-
sion patterns, demonstrating reconstructions from three
different structural levels. Meox1 expression in a TS18
WISH embryo (a) and selective reconstruction of a sacral
somite (17 sections cut at 5 µm; total size, 85 µm) are
shown. The box indicates the reconstructed somite (sacral
somite 1, according to ref. 41). Lateral (b), medial (c) and
split (d) views are shown of the reconstructed somite.
Green, surface of the histologically differentiated somite
(dermomyotome and myotome), the dorsal half is ren-
dered transparent; dark purple, Meox1 signal outside the
boundaries of the histologically differentiated somite;
light purple, Meox1 signal inside the somite; blue, central
signal-free area corresponding to the myotome. The mod-
els reveal subtle features in the 3D topography of somitic
Meox1 expression that cannot be easily detected in single
sections or whole mounts, such as the existence of signal-
free areas in the centre of the dermomyotome (*) and the
expression region of the medial side (#). The spatial rela-
tionships between histological somite, signal-positive
areas and signal-free areas are best appreciated in the ani-
mated model shown on the accompanying web site
(http://www.univie.ac.at/GeneEMAC). Myf5 expression in a
TS18 WISH-embryo (e) and reconstruction of the thoracic
region (148 sections cut at 7 µm; total size, 1.036 mm) are
also shown. The box indicates the reconstructed region,
extending from cervical segment 4 to thoracal segment 8
(according to ref. 41). f, 3D representation of the body sur-
face (dark orange), the neural tube (yellow) and Myf5
expression on right (silver) and left (purple) sides. (See the
accompanying web site for an animated model.) g, Magni-
fied view of Myf5 expression inside the forelimb bud (dor-
sal half of the surface removed; compare with Fig. 4). The
model reveals four distinct Myf5-positive regions within
the (histologically undifferentiated) limb mesenchyme: a
dorsal-proximal portion (dark red), a dorsal-distal portion
(bright red), a ventral-proximal portion (light green) and a
ventral-distal portion (light orange). Scgn10 expression in
a TS17 WISH-embryo (h) and reconstruction of both the
complete embryo (478 serial sections cut at 5 µm; total
size, 2.49 mm) and of a small detail (trigeminal ganglion;
72 sections; total size 360 µm) are shown. i, Reconstruction
of the whole embryo with the body surface partially
removed to expose the signals of the right (blue) and left
(purple) sides. (See the accompanying web site for an ani-
mated model.) *Trigeminal ganglion. j, Cranio-lateral view
of the head. The window in the surface above the mesen-
cephalic brain vesicle (yellow) exposes the anlage of the
trigeminal ganglion (*); red, lens pit. k, Distribution of the
Scgn10 signal (blue) inside the anlage of the trigeminal ganglion. Left, the anterior dorsal quadrant of the ganglion boundary (light green) is removed. Right, the
dorsal half of the ganglion boundary (light green) is removed. Scgn10 expression is differentially coloured for signal intensity: high signal intensity, solid blue; low
signal intensity, transparent blue.
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area, we represented the varying signal intensities inside the
ganglion anlage by differential shading (Fig. 2c, right). This
revealed distinct subregions of maximum signal intensity that
are indiscernible in a conventional study. The Scgn10 signal
coincides with a cortical layer of cells in the neural-
crest–derived dorsal portion and the trigeminal placode-
derived ventral portion of the ganglion (Fig. 2c, right). In the
dorsal portion of the ganglion, the differential representation of
signal intensities reveals a rostro-caudal sequence of three foci
of maximum intensity, which coincides with the three parts of
the future trigeminal nerve. This indicates a very early molecu-
lar partitioning of the ganglion anlage.

Assessment of the method
To critically assess the objectivity of the reconstructed 3D mod-
els, we evaluated three criteria: (i) accuracy of the congruencing
procedure; (ii) faithfulness of morphological detail; and (iii)
authenticity of the segmented gene-expression patterns.

We assessed the accuracy of the congruencing procedure using
an additional drill hole as a control object of known geometry
and location (Fig. 3a). This control hole represents a part of the
image that is treated in the same way as the specimen, and there-
fore its shape and position in the reconstructions provides a mea-

sure for the precision of the alignment of the sections. Any devia-
tions from the regularity of the geometric shape of the control
hole can be seen and quantified using vertical reslices through the
stack of congruenced images (Fig. 3b). The statistical analysis of
the coordinates of the drill hole centres in all sections showed a
mean value identical (up to the first decimal place) with the orig-
inal coordinates taken during drilling. The statistical variation
equalled 0.35% of image width.

We evaluated the faithfulness of the reconstructed morpholog-
ical structures by comparing characteristic features of the
embryos before embedding with the identical features in the
reconstruction models. The comparison showed no deviations of
critical contours such as limb shape or gill arch arrangement. The
perfect fit of the outer contours of the embryo indicated that all
internal structures are faithfully reconstructed (Fig. 3c).

The authenticity of the reconstructed gene-expression patterns
must be ascertained due to the automated signal-segmentation
procedure. We assessed this property by comparing the segmenta-
tion results with the original hybridization signal of 15 randomly
selected sections in each specimen. We superimposed the images
of the hybridized sections with the respective segmented signal.
This procedure showed that the automated thresholding reliably
picks up all expression signals that differ from the background.

a b c d
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The same is true for the discrimination of two signal intensities
such as those used in the Scgn10 expression in the trigeminal gan-
glion (Fig. 2c). The automated thresholding, however, does not
relieve the operator from choosing a cutoff in a signal intensity
gradient. This will always remain a subjective decision, and it is
important to select the optimal threshold for each specimen. On
the other hand, the chosen threshold is reliably propagated
throughout the section series and provides standardization of an
unavoidably subjective decision.

Versatility of the method
The 3D method presented here covers the gap of resolution and
specimen size that exists between MRI microscopy2,22 and CLSM
(Table 1). The resolving power of MRI currently ends near the
level of developing organs, whereas CLSM is confined to the cel-
lular and subcellular levels. GeneEMAC can be used for the com-
plete spectrum of resolutions required for the study of molecular
markers in development, ranging from the whole-embryo level
to the tissue and cellular levels. By selecting a sectional thickness
between 1 and 20 µm, the z-axis resolution can be adjusted for
the required level of analysis. GeneEMAC surpasses MRI
microscopy in the capacity to visualize molecular signals, and
CLSM in the visualization of morphological structures (Table 1).
If no molecular information is required, or if only subcellular
molecular signals need to be visualized, MRI and CLSM repre-

sent the techniques of choice for 3D reconstruction, because no
physical sectioning and no congruencing is necessary.

The present version of GeneEMAC is adjusted for the visual-
ization of gene-expression signals in developing morphological
entities. For this purpose, grey-scale images of bright-field and
phase-contrast views are most suitable. If visualization of double
or triple hybridizations is required, an additional visualization
mode, such as fluorescence imaging or colour imaging, can be
used for a reliable separation of the signals. GeneEMAC can be
adapted for these techniques, but a considerable increase in the
amount of data has to be taken into account and a colour-based
threshold definition must be implemented.

Publication of 3D data
Many 3D-rendering software packages (for example Velocity2)
offer the possibilities to shift, rotate and spin a model, to zoom in
and out, to switch between parts of models, and to select parts for
combined viewing. This permits study and quantitative analysis
of gene-expression patterns in their complete 3D topology. A
faithful presentation of this information requires advanced visu-
alization techniques.

For publication in printed media, red-cyan or colour stereo-
pairs (Fig. 4) represent the best choice, but stereoscopic views are
often unsatisfactory for revealing complex topological detail. Digi-
tal 3D models are ideally suited for electronic publication of gene-
expression data, as the reader will be able to explore data generated
in distant laboratories in great detail. At present the best form of
visualization is movies derived from different views of a 3D model,
or interactive models that can be moved at will by the viewer.
QuickTime (QT, Apple Computer) and QuickTime Virtual Reality
(QTVR, Apple Computer) movies represent the most widespread
animation formats. These can be integrated into web pages and
viewed independently of the platform used. Alternatively, Java 2
(Sun Microsystems) allows the viewing of QT and QTVR movies
in a browser-independent manner. QT movies enable the viewer to
observe pre-selected sequences of views, whereas QTVR makes it
possible to explore the models interactively. Examples of QT- and
QTVR-animated models of the reconstructions presented here are
available (http://www.univie.ac.at/GeneEMAC).

Besides the advantages of publishing
3D models of gene-expression data
directly on the web, such models may
also have a role in structuring future
developmental databases. The 3D
reconstructions contributed by differ-
ent research groups can be organized
into a common database, which can be
queried for species, genes, develop-
mental stages, organs, tissues and cell
types (Fig. 5). The entries may consist
of images, stereopairs, movies and
interactive models, supplemented by
browsable stacks of original sections.
Links to other databases, such as the

Table 1 • Methodical range of GeneEMAC

MRI microscopy GeneEMAC CLSM

sectioning mode virtual physical virtual

structural level
whole embryo + + –
organ + + –
tissue – + (+)
cellular – + +
subcellular – – +

staining technique
in situ hybridization – + +
immunostaining – + +
whole mount – + +
visibility of morphological detail + + –

Fig. 3 Precision of the congruencing of sections. a, Sample section through the
thoracic region of a TS18 mouse embryo analysed by in situ hybridization for
Myf5 expression (dark grey). The section is counterstained with eosin. The
marker holes are filled in black, and the control hole is empty. Line b, plane of
reslice through the congruenced stack shown in (b). Line c, plane of reslice
through the congruenced stack shown in (c). b, Reslice through two marker-
holes and the control hole in an automatically congruenced stack of 148
images. Note the geometric regularity of the control hole. The deviations of
the individual sections can be statistically analysed. c, Reslice through the spec-
imen in the same stack as (b). Note the precise fit of sections along the curve of
the back of the embryo (arrow) and of the internal structures.
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mouse genome database of the Jackson Laboratory (http://www
.informatics.jax.org), can provide immediate access to sequence
and text-based information on the respective genes.

Discussion
3D representation techniques have begun to permeate all levels of
biological analysis, from the molecular to the macroscopic
scale15,31–35. The greatest benefit of such techniques is in areas in
which complex 3D transformations take place, such as in embry-
onic development. By the combined representation of co-
expressed genes and other molecular and cellular markers, it will
be possible to create visual, 3D databases of molecular develop-
ment that can be directly linked to other gene databases1. Eventu-
ally, by morphing 3D models of different developmental stages,
4D representations of developmental sequences and their molec-
ular control will become possible. This will improve our under-
standing of the relationship between the 3D expression of
developmental control genes in pattern formation and morpho-
genesis, and it will also help to elucidate the role of these
processes in the evolution of homologous body units36,37.

Our technique is a first step towards comprehensive, digital rep-
resentation and analysis of molecular data in development. This
technique already provides a number of improvements over con-
ventional methods. First, high-resolution gene-expression data
can be permanently stored as 3D models that can be interactively
explored by interested researchers. Second, subtle differences in

signal intensity can be visualized and permit the molecular defini-
tion of subpopulations of cells in undifferentiated tissues. Third, all
information contained in the 3D models can be metrically assessed
and quantified. Fourth, 3D models represent a central component
of future developmental databases that will be widely accessible
and directly linked to sequence and text-based databases.

Methods
Specimen preparation. We generated WISH mouse embryos with digoxi-
genin-rUTP labelled RNA probes for Meox1 (ref. 23), Myf5 (ref. 25) and
Scgn10 (ref. 27) as described39. The WISH embryos were embedded in gly-
col-methacrylate (JB4, Polysciences). Before sectioning we introduced four
drill holes (300 µm in diameter) into the resin blocks in a rectangular
arrangement encaging the specimen. Serial sections were cut from such
blocks (5–7 µm), containing both a slice of the specimen and the permanent
marker holes, which served for automated realignment and rectification
processing. The sections were mounted on silane-coated slides and were
cover-slipped without any additional staining.

Computer-based 3D reconstruction. We captured the section images with
a videocamera (Hamamatsu C5310) mounted on a Nikon Mikrophot FXA
microscope and linked to the video card of a PowerMacintosh 8600. From
each section, we took two 768×512 pixel images, one phase-contrast and
one brightfield, using NIH Image 1.61, a public domain image analysis
software developed by NIH. Eight frames per image were averaged and cor-
rected for uneven illumination using the built-in features of NIH Image.
The images were stored in TIFF format. The phase-contrast images served
for the automatic extraction of the external markers (drill holes) for the

Fig. 5 Schematic organization chart
for a 3D gene-expression database.
The database is accessed via a
‘chooser’ that allows selection of the
desired species, developmental stage,
gene and tissue (organ, cell) in which
the gene is expressed. The categories
can be combined by Boolean opera-
tors. At the next level, a ‘3D-selector’
enables a choice of resolution and
type of representation of the gene-
expression models. Various kinds of
visualizations of the 3D models
(images, stereopairs, movies, interac-
tive models) can be selected. From
every model, direct links provide
access to the original sections, repre-
sented as browsable stacks of congru-
enced images. The models can also be
directly linked to related gene data-
bases for immediate access to the
complete available information of
the gene(s) represented in the model.

Fig. 4 Stereo-images of Myf5 expres-
sion in the rostral thorax and forelimb
anlagen of a TS18 mouse embryo (148
sections cut at 7 µm; total specimen
size, 1.036 mm). a, Red-cyan stereo-
scopic image for viewing with 3D
glasses. b, Stereopair for wall-eyed
viewing. The body surface of the right
side and the dorsal cover of the limb
bud are removed. Myf5 expression
signal on the right (blue) and left
(purple) sides are shown (yellow,
neural tube).

a b
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congruencing procedure, as well as for the segmentation of the boundaries
of morphological structures. We applied no counterstains and used the
bright-field images directly for segmentation of the expression signals.

We wrote special macros for the automation of all processing procedures
(congruencing and segmentation) for images in a Pascal-like programming
language compatible with NIH Image. We will briefly describe the macros
in a language- and software-independent general format. The authentic
macros are available on request.

The congruencing procedure consisted of macro-driven image-pro-
cessing operations that realigned and rectified all sectional images19.
First, the macro segmented the drill holes in each image of the phase-
contrast stack and computed the locations of their centres of gravity.
These coordinates were compared with the original distances measured
during drilling and each image was automatically shifted, rotated and
scaled to its original size and position. The parameters of these opera-
tions were recorded and subsequently applied to the corresponding
bright-field image of the same section. This resulted in perfectly aligned
series of images of both the phase-contrast and the brightfield stack. Sub-
sequently, macro-driven operations segmented the desired structures
from both image stacks by the use of dynamic thresholding algorithms.
Individual thresholds were set once by the operator in a single sample
image and were then automatically adjusted to all other images by the
program. By this procedure, the macro extracted gene-expression signals
and selected morphological features from the bright-field and phase-
contrast images. Additional morphological features, which could not be
defined by automated contour detection and filtering operations, were
segmented manually. This segmentation procedure resulted in multiple
series of files of binary (black and white) images, one containing the
gene-expression patterns of each section and several others that each
contained one of the chosen morphological structures.

We generated 3D models of the segmented structures by recombining the
respective file sets into a single 3D object file using Velocity2 (IMAGE3 LLC)
running on a Unix Workstation (Octane, Silicon Graphics). The sectional
outlines of a chosen structure were placed in a 3D space at a distance corre-
sponding to the sectional thickness. Polygonal surfaces were then generated
using a marching cube algorithm39. The final models representing the 3D
reconstructions of gene-expression patterns and morphological structures
can be visualized alone or as any combination of solid or transparent
objects. Each model or combination of models is accessible for volumetric,
stereometric and geometric analyses. For further analysis and documenta-
tion, we captured images and stereoscopic views, and recorded computer
animations (movies) using the built-in functions of Velocity2 (IMAGE3 LLC).
We converted the movies to QuickTime format (QuickTime, Apple Com-
puter) and created interactive models from movie sequences on a PowerMa-
cintosh 8600 using QuickTimeVR (Apple Computer).

The total time expense for the reconstruction of a specimen, from the time
of image capturing to the completion of the 3D-model, has an interactive
(operator guided) and an automatic (macro-driven) component. Capturing
a phase-contrast and a bright-field image of a section took 43 s, on average
(for example, 1 h 47 min for 150 sections). Automatic congruencing of
images lasted 1 m 15 s per section (about 3 h for 150 sections). Automatic
segmentation took about 4 s per structure and section, whereas interactive
segmentation varied considerably depending on the complexity of a struc-
ture. For a homogeneously curved outline of 300 pixels, it took about 20 s per
section. File transfer and 3D-surface generation took another 20 min per
model. Including the checking time after each automatic processing step, the
generation of, for example, the Myf5 expression model of the thoracic body
region took 2 d, with a net workload of about 6 h for the operator.

Received 25 January; accepted 1 May 2000.
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